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Why Nominate UDOT?
On this 2019 Cape Seal Project on S.R. 9 in Hurricane, Utah, the deliverable 
contract from the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT)—with 
complexity and high quality assurance outcomes for all aspects of the scope 
of works required—were met. 

Applied According to Best Practices
UDOT and contractor Geneva Rock implemented all best practices as suggested by 
Ergon Asphalt & Emulsions, yielding an application and performance that exceeded 
industry standards. 

Open to Learning and Collaboration 
Both UDOT and Geneva Rock exhibited a strong work ethic and strong leadership. 
They were open to recommendations and collaboration throughout the life of the 
project, which helped things go smoothly. 

UDOT and Geneva Rock maintained consistent communication with suppliers, 
another important factor contributing to the success of this project. 



2019 Cape Seal Program Scope
The cape seal project on S.R. 9 in Hurricane, Utah, was part of UDOT’s 
Pavement Preservation Program. 

It included 460,000 SY of scrub seal and 515,500 SY of micro surfacing, as 
well as incidentals including pedestrian ramps, signs, striping, HMA patching 
and rumble strips.

The project included both day and night work. At least a single lane in each 
direction had to be maintained at all times due to the heavy traffic volumes 
experienced on S.R. 9.

This was the first scrub seal completed for the State of Utah. UDOT used the 
S.R. 9 project as a test to determine if utilizing a scrub seal would be suitable 
to rehabilitate oxidized and cracked asphalt surfaces in high-volume areas.



2019 Cape Seal Project Overview 
Project Owner: Utah Department of Transportation
Project Number: F-0009(43)0
Project Name: S.R. 9; MP .00-10.73 Preservation High Volume
Project Location: S.R. 9; MP .00-10.73, Washington County
Bid Date: January 04, 2018
Bid Contract Date: January 25, 2018
Bid Contract Amount: $2,617,785.88
Bid Contract Days: 80 Calendar Days, $ 1,570.00 Per Day

All work was delivered within contract bid days.



10 Miles Treated
Part of UDOT’s Pavement Preservation Program 

• Previous pavement type: dense grade hot mix asphalt

• Distresses: block cracking, thermal cracking and raveling (oxidation was 
prevalent but pavement was structurally sound)

• Start Date: September 2018

• End Date: December 2018 

• Scrub was applied first, followed by micro surfacing

2019 Cape Seal Project Overview 



Selected Products 
Emulsion Product Details:
• Scrub Seal 

• Emulsion Type: CMS-1PC
• Equipment: Bearcat distributor and chip spreader, GreensBroom scrub broom 

by GreensGroomer®, dump trucks, sweepers, and pneumatic rollers
• Applied at 0.31 gal/sq yrd 
• Aggregate application rate 16-18 lbs per square yard

• Special UDOT gradation between Type II & Type III

• Micro Surfacing
• Emulsion Type: CQS-1HP 
• Equipment: Bergkamp M1E portable machine for micro
• 12.5% emulsions by weight of aggregates
• Aggregates 25.5 lbs/sq yd

• Type III Aggregate 



Material Suppliers

Interstate Rock Products
• Type III Micro Surfacing Aggregates
• Scrub Seal Aggregate

Ergon Asphalt & Emulsions, Inc., Las Vegas, Nevada
• CQS-1HP Micro Surfacing Emulsion
• CMS-1PC  Scrub Seal Emulsion



Quality Control 
• UDOT sampled emulsion in accordance with UDOT QA twice per load. 

• Aggregates were sampled every 500 tons for scrub and micro. 

• The contractor and the aggregate producer (Interstate Rock Products) also 
tested aggregate during production for consistent gradation. Emulsion was 
tested by Ergon per their quality control plan and formulated as needed for 
field adjustments.



Long-Term Goals
• Long-lasting mass 

crack treatment

• Restore oxidized 
pavement 

• Extend pavement life  
6 - 10 years



History 



Challenges 
With S.R. 9 being a high-traffic roadway leading toward Zion National Park, 
one lane had to remain open in both directions so traffic could continue to 
flow during the project. 

Night work, while possible and beneficial during this process, was also 
challenging because of decreased visibility when working on roadways after 
sunset. With extensive signage, police presence and safety awareness on the 
part of the crew, Geneva Rock was able to overcome this challenge and 
complete the project safely, on time and with minimal inconvenience to 
drivers.



Preservation Benefits & Savings

Cape Seal Cost
Approximately

$40,000 
per mile

Mill & Overlay Cost
Approximately

$120,000 
per mile



Weekly meetings were held with UDOT and 
subcontractors to discuss positives and 
negatives of the previous week. Any issues or 
concerns were discussed and resolved 
efficiently. 

Portable variable message boards were placed 
at the beginning of each section, and in each 
direction, to warn the traveling public of 
upcoming closures.

Stakeholder Communications



• Conducted pre-shift safety and track meetings.
• Employees were required to wear Type III vests, Type III 

reflective pants or gaiters and headlamps.
• Additional traffic control devices utilized.
• Utah Highway Patrol or City of Hurricane Police were present at 

all times when workers or traffic control devices were on the 
roadway.

• Portable variable message boards were placed at the beginning of 
each section and each direction to warn the traveling public of 
upcoming closures.

• Had zero injuries and zero equipment damage.
• Environmental impact: Overall, less energy and less material were 

used for the cape seal than would have been required for mill and 
fill.

Safety + Environmental Impact 



Images of the various stages of the 
cape seal on S.R. 9, beginning with 
the scrub seal process and 
concluding with micro surfacing, 
follow. 

2019 Cape Seal
Photo Recap



Project Overview Map
SR-9; MP .00-10.73



Street View
Before Construction



Ramps
Before Construction



Geneva Rock and 
UDOT worked 
together to try to 
perform scrub seal 
operations during 
daytime hours from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Scrub Seal
During the Day



Scrub Seal
Night Application



Micro Surfacing
Filling Existing Rumble Strips



Micro Surfacing
Type III Aggregate



Scrub Seal
Completed Project Photo



Micro Surfacing
Completed Project Photos



Pedestrian Access Ramps
Completed Project Photos



After Application
Restored Surface, Tougher Wearing Course, 
6 - 10 Year Life Extension



fast cure time 

The Results Are In … 



City Provides
Letter of
Appreciation



Post Application Education: 
Following application, this project was presented at a Utah Asphalt Pavement 
Association (UAPA) ‘”Lunch and Learn” event on May 15, 2019, in Orem, 
Utah. UDOT, contractors, suppliers and other local government agency 
personnel attended the event. 

Conclusion  




